
Job Request - 26991 - Detail Report

CostStores Materials UsedWO No. Service Provider

Works Orders/Materials Used

Cost

Signature Name Date

Work Completed By

Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text 
ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has survived 
not only five centuries, but also the leap into electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It was popularised in the 1960s 
with the release of Letraset sheets containing Lorem Ipsum 

Additonal Notes - Solution/Action Taken

Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text 
ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has survived 
not only five centuries, but also the leap into electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It was popularised in the 1960s 
with the release of Letraset sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently with desktop publishing software like Aldus 
PageMaker including versions of Lorem Ipsum.

Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text 
ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. 

Action Required

00/00/00Referred to Action Complete DateMichael John
 

Main Site, 10 High Street

Requested by

Priority

Location HL1 Girls ToiletsSpace

Description

Urgent 1hr

Michael Patrick 10/08/2021Date 16:24:55

Job Type Building Fabric

Sub Type Door(s) External

Problem Damaged

Time

Hazards Present

Total Time Taken

Broken Door

PermittedUnaccompanied Access

02571 BB Electricals £3,000.00

02572 ABC Carpentry £0.00

02595 CDD £6,000.00

Quadpro Demonstration School 10 August 2021Page 1

Health & Safety Statement - Please Note:

Ensure that all current Legislation and procedures are being followed and any/all risks have been correctly assessed


